
Another day, another rally 
for Jazz 

Utah Jazz guard Raja Bell (19) is fouled by Atlanta Hawks guard Jamal Crawford (11) in the first quarter of an NBA 
basketball game in Atlanta on Friday, Nov. 12, 2010. (AP Photo/John Bazemore) 
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Atlanta • Jazz guard C.J. Miles said it is the best thing that has happened to his 

team since Utah made the Western Conference Finals in 2007. Al Jefferson said 

that he hasn’t experienced anything like it during his entire career. And after it 

was over, Deron Williams spoke of confidence, unity and belief in themselves.

The Jazz did it again — fighting, scrapping and rallying from behind to clip the 

Atlanta Hawks 90-86 Friday night at Philips Arena.

Utah overcame an 11-point deficit early in the fourth quarter to move to 3-0 on its 

four-game road trip across the Southeast. With the victory, the Jazz (6-3) won 

their fourth consecutive contest and six of their past seven, knocking off elite 

teams such as Oklahoma City, Miami, Orlando and Atlanta on the road. In the 

process, Utah has suddenly become one of the hottest teams in the league and one 

of the biggest early-season surprises in the NBA.

But even those superlatives fail to capture what the Jazz have done. Utah has 

rallied from a combined 69 points and endured three overtimes during four 

consecutive games to emerge with four straight wins.

Right now, Jefferson said the Jazz will run through a brick wall for Jerry Sloan, 

the longest-tenured coach in professional sports.

“He motivates us so well — for us to just go out there and leave it out on the 

floor,” Jefferson said. “Nine out of 10 [games], we have a great chance of coming 

back and winning.”

Which is exactly what happened against the Hawks (6-4).

Williams again keyed Utah’s comeback, scoring 17 of his game-high 24 points 

during the second half.

The supremely confident All-Star guard was 7-of-12 from the field in the final two 

quarters, including six points during a fourth period that saw Utah outscore 

Atlanta 27-17.

Williams said the Jazz take pride in their highly competitive four-game streak. 

Utah is playing basketball the right way. And role players are stepping up as stars 

sacrifice.

“We have great chemistry as a group,” said Williams, who recorded four of the 

Jazz’s final six points and finished with a game-high 10 assists, along with five 

rebounds and two steals.

“On the court, off the court: We love playing with each other and being around 

each other,” Williams said.

“We’re having fun winning. Hopefully, we can continue.”

Jefferson added 15 points and 10 rebounds for Utah, while Andrei Kirilenko 

scored 14, C.J. Miles had 13 and Paul Millsap finished with 11.

Each of the Jazz’s four recent wins have been unique, and the victory against the 

Hawks was no exception. Utah’s overall execution improved, as the team dished 

out 25 assists compared with just nine turnovers. 

Utah barely makes 

party again — and 

looks good doing it.
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3 people liked this. 

Meanwhile, little-used reserves Earl Watson and Jeremy Evans stepped in and 

stepped up. Sloan also made it a point to highlight the contributions of assistant 

coaches Phil Johnson, Tyrone Corbin and Scott Layden, who helped provide 

several key in-game adjustments, including a switch to a zone defense that held 

the high-flying Hawks to just 41 points in the second half.

“I need all the help I can get, too,” Sloan said, smiling. “I can’t say enough about 

what they do all the time. This particular game, there was a lot of banter back and 

forth, and they helped me through a tough time.”

Joe Johnson led the Hawks with 23 points. Atlanta shot 49.3 percent (35-of-71) 

from the field, but was held to 26.3 percent (5-of-19) behind the 3-point line and 

hit only 52.4 percent (11-of-21) of its free throw attempts.

Trailing 74-63 with 11:24 to go, the Jazz tied the contest at 78 after Kirilenko sank 

a 3-pointer from the left wing with 6:43 remaining.

Utah was coming back. On the road. Again.

“Road trips reveal the character of a team, especially it being early in the year,” 

Watson said. “Three powerful playoff teams in the East. To come out with a win — 

close wins, at that — it says a lot about our team.

“Our team has continued to grow. Stay humble. At the same time, stay hungry 

and play with a determination and a will to win.”

bsmith@sltrib.comTwitter: @tribjazz

Copyright 2010 The Salt Lake Tribune. All rights reserved. This material may not 

be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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A great win...Nothing more needs to be said about it....so off to another thought:  

It bothers me that Hayward seems to have made it onto Sloan's infamous list, which 

relegates young players to Orem and thence into oblivion, and that's a shame. I can't 

forget the show the kid put on leading Butler to the NCAA finals eight months ago. 

Like  

We have the trade exception from the Harpring trade until ~December 22. Using the 

exception, we could move CJ Miles + Hayward to a team wanting to cut short and long 

term salary and get younger players. Is CJ + Hayward possible for a Stephen Jackson, 

Kevin Martin, Iggy, Ellis type on a team that might completely tank? Thoughts? 

1 person liked this. Like  

Carlos, Im talking strait to you my friend. I hope your enjoying your bag of money and I 

hope Chicago enjoys their empty suit, because Carlos, the love and admiration of this 

city could have been yours had you decided to play hard. Go ask the wizard for a heart . 

4 people liked this. Like  

In my mind the MIA and ORL wins made up for the PHX and GSW losses, losses I 

thought would be wins. Lose to the Bobcats tonight and the Jazz will have the record I 

expected at this point. Win tonight, and I am guilty of slightly underestimating them. 

2 people liked this. Like  

Oops, forgot the second road loss. Disregard 4-1 mention. It's still a heck of a road start, 

though. 

1 person liked this. Like  
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Was curious as to how many times the Jazz has been 4-1 on the road in its history ... 

turns out this is only the sixth time since the franchise started in New Orleans in 1974. 

Our best road start ever was 7-1 in 2000-01 (beating the Lakers, Dallas, the Clippers, 

Detroit, New Jersey, Orlando and Houston and losing at Miami). We've been 6-1 once 

(1992-93). 5-1 twice (1996-97 and 2006-07) and 4-1 one other time (1999-2000). The 

Stars were 4-1 on the road in 1970-71, their ABA title season.  

 

We come honestly by our reputation for not being a good road team. In 1979-80, the first 

season in Salt Lake, the Jazz lost their first 11 road games. In 1974-75, the franchise's 

first season, the New Orleans Jazz began the season 0-28 on the road before beating the 

Hawks in Atlanta, 106-102, on February 8, 1975.  

Like  

Another great win from the Jazz, we're loving it. This is really amazing, Jazz is becoming 

a nightmare to Eastern Conference teams :-) 

 

Thank you to all the Jazz players for these great Wins. Keep it up guys. 

 

Can't wait to have Jazz back home, we will be cheering for you on Monday night. 

 

Good luck tomorrow night. We're proud of you guys. 

 

Go Jazz Go..... 

Like  

What an impressive victory. Other than Toronto and OKC, this may be our best win of 

the season because we never let the game get out of hand and we competed for 48 

minutes.  

 

A common theme for Utah is that our wins and losses seem to hinge on the play of AK. 

When he's played well, we've won every game. A set of no-shows in Denver, Oakland, 

and against Phoenix all ended with losses. He's playing his best ball in years but he 

needs to be AKonsistent. Hopefully the first two were just a collective team thing.  

 

How about the 5 minutes from Evans off the pine? He defended and never hesitated. 

First touch, felt an advantage in the post and shot a sweet fadaway. Also had that nasty 

throw down from Watson. That shows a lot of confidence. Funny how Gordon doesn't 

seem to have it and got his first  

DNP coach's decision.  

 

CJ Miles needs to take better shots. Some of those 3balls were unnecessary and stopped 

ZelmoBeaty 10 hours ago 
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our offensive flow. And speaking of the bench, we need another scorer, someone who can 

knock down an open shot at least. I can't wait until Okur gets healthy.  

 

Another great effort from Fez off the bench. His presence is so vital to our success too. 

He makes great, simple, and much appreciated plays. He knows the offense surprisingly 

well for a guy who looked lost last spring.  

 

Great game fellas! Let's put an end to the dramatic endings though. I can't handle 

another one. Wrap this up in Charlotte and let's go home!!! 

3 people liked this. Like  

Anybody who knows anything about basketball knows that defense wins championships. 

They also know that there is no "I" in t-e-a-m. Now that the softest power forward in the 

league , who never realized either of my prior comments, has taken his injury ridden 

carcass to the Windy City, the Jazz TEAM has been re-born ! It's a pleasure to watch a 

selfless team that top to bottom is willing to do whatever it takes to win , stats be 

damned ! Keep it going Jazz ! 

3 people liked this. Like  

And I'll say it again... loud and clear: THE CANCER IS GONE !!! GOOD RIDENCE TO 

THE CANCER. 

4 people liked this. Like  
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